Abstract. The recent revelation that there are correlated period derivative and pulse shape changes in pulsars has dramatically changed our understanding of timing noise as well as the relationship between the radio emission and the properties of the magnetosphere as a whole. Using Gaussian processes we are able to model timing and emission variability using a regression technique that imposes no functional form on the data. We revisit the pulsars first studied by Lyne et al. (2010) . We not only confirm the emission and rotational transitions revealed therein, but reveal further transitions and periodicities in 8 years of extended monitoring. We also show that in many of these objects the pulse profile transitions between two well-defined shapes, coincident with changes to the period derivative. With a view to the SKA and other telescopes capable of higher cadence we also study the detection limitations of period derivative changes.
Introduction
Timing noise is low frequency structure in the timing residuals of pulsars. It is characterised by a smooth variation of the pulsar's spin parameters about a best-fit timing model. The residuals often show asymmetry in their minima and maxima and long term timing has revealed quasi-periodicities in the structure over years to decades . Studies of the intermittent pulsar PSR B1931+24 (Kramer et al. 2006) led to a significant advancement in the understanding of timing noise. The pulsar's timing noise was reduced by a factor of 20 if two values of the spin-down rate (ν) were used in the model -one when the pulsar was on and another, slower rate, when the pulsar was off. This correlation between emission andν, implies that the nulling behaviour is part of a global magnetospheric change in which the outward flow of current from the pulsar changes, resulting in emission variations and changes to the pulsar's braking torque.
Studies of this behaviour were extended to 17 further pulsars whose residuals were dominated by timing noise in Lyne et al. (2010) (hereafter, LHK) . Six of these sources exhibited systematic changes to the shape of the pulse profile (i.e., mode-switching). In all six cases, the value ofν correlated with a particular pulse shape, implying that pulse nulling may be an extreme form of mode-switching.
Since LHK an additional ∼8 years of timing data have been acquired by Jodrell Bank on these 17 pulsars allowing newν and/or pulse shape transitions to be measured. Additionally, an updated observing backend that yields up to a factor of three improvement 2 Benjamin Shaw in the available time resolution, means we are potentially sensitive to previously undetectable variability. We have revisted the pulsars in LHK in order to search for new and previously undetected transitions in pulse shape andν. In addition to this, we have undertaken simulations of variableν pulsars with a view to understanding the smallestν changes that accompany transitions, that are detectable with current timing programs.
Variable pulsar spin-down
We have measured the spin-down evolution and profile stability of 17 pulsars using a Gaussian Processes Regression method technique (see Brook et al. 2014; Brook et al. 2015) . We have confirmed theν variability in all of these sources. We show three examples ofν variations from our sample, in Figure 1 . Theν variations themselves are highly variable from pulsar to pulsar. PSR B1540-06 appears to transition between two well defined values in a highly periodic manner. There is also a gradual secular change in the mean value ofν. More complex structure is seen in PSR B1907+00 in which theν variations comprise clear major and minor peaks with a cycle time between major peaks of several years. Though this could be interpreted as the pulsar having three or more distinctν states, this behaviour is reminiscent of PSR B0919+06 in which the amount of time the pulsar spends in one of twoν states changes over time resulting in consecutive peaks showing different amplitudes (see Perera et al. 2015) . Since LHK, we have detected and measured two further transitions in PSR J2043+2740. These are in addition to the two similar transitions observed in LHK. The time between the two consective downwardν transitions is approximately 10 years. We note that prior to two of these large transitions we observe apparently smaller amplitude transitions (i.e., prior to the first upward and second downward transitions) suggesting the possibility that greater mixing of the two states begins to occur as major transitions approach.
3.ν-specific emission states
LHK showed that six pulsars from their sample undergo mode-switching events contemporaneously withν transitions. We have confirmed all such emission-rotation correalation in these pulsars and revealed correlations in a number of other sources in the sample. A particularly conspicuous example is exhibited by PSR J2043+2740 (Figure 2 ). This pulsar has been monitored at L-BAND by Jodrell Bank Observatory since 1996. At this time the pulse profile was characterised by a gradual rise followed by a slower, more gradual decline. In 2003 the pulsar underwent a mode-switch in which the trailing edge of the profile increased in amplitude as denoted by the bright regions in Figure 2 . This profile change was accompanied by an increase inν. The pulsar remained in this This transitioning behaviour is consistent with a model in which a pulsar's spin-down is regulated by conditions in the magnetosphere. When the pulsar transitions to a mode in which current flow is enhanced, changes to the radio emission are observed as well as augmented braking due to additional torques on the pulsar. There is no established consensus however, on why pulsar magnetospheres assume different configurations. Our results from the 17 pulsars in LHK will be described in Shaw et al. (2018b) .
Limits on ∆ν-detection
We have investigated the sensitivity of current long-term pulsar timing programs to variableν behavior. Large transitions inν that are separated by long intervals, such as those seen in PSR J2043+2740, have a strong effect on the timing residuals of pulsars by producing timing noise. Depending on the available pulse time-of-arrival (TOA) precision, transitions that are small and more closely spaced in time may not cause the TOAs to deviate from the predictions of a simple timing model that contains a constantν. In these cases, including transition parameters in a pulsar's timing model may not yield an improvement to the χ 2 of the timing residuals and therefore the transitions are not resolvable. We have taken a two-part approach to determine whether or not individualν transitions can be resolved for a wide range of transitioning scenarios. Firstly, analytical limits have been derived which predict the extent to which a pulsar's timing residuals will depart from a simple slow-down model, due to unmodelledν transitions, taking into account TOA precision and observing cadence. Secondly, pulse TOAs are simulated, into which a number of ±∆ν transitions are injected. We vary the time τ that elapses between these transitions and attempt to resolve them using standard pulsar timing techniques. We do this for a wide range of transition amplitudes and timescales, investigating the effects of cadence and TOA precision on detectability. Our simulations have shown that:
• A 1σ probability of resolving transitions is consistent with our analytical limits.
• Whereν and the profile shape jointly change, prior knowledge of the transition epochs, from monitoring the pulse profile, can improve the probability of resolving transitions in some cases.
• Currently attainable TOA precision may conceal a variety ofν transitioning phenomena. More sensitive facilities such as the SKA may reveal timing noise in a greater number of sources, leading to an improved understanding of pulsar magnetospheres.
• Many pulsars, whose profiles change on very short timescales, may exhibit coincidenṫ ν transitions but cadence is seldom sufficient for discreteν states to be resolved. New facilities such as CHIME and UTMOST, capable of improved observing cadence, will reveal new examples of sources that transition on timescales of days.
• When more sensitive telescopes are online, cadence should not be de-prioritised as frequent monitoring is required to resolve transitions in more rapidly switching sources.
• Someν-transitioning scenarios may mimic glitches and vice-versa Details of our simulations and findings are described in Shaw et al. (2018a) .
Conclusions
Many pulsars appear to exhibit a variableν. The nature of the variations is such that, at a given time, a pulsar assumes one of (usually) two discrete values ofν and transitions between them on some characteristic timescale. The fact that in some cases, simultaneous changes to the pulse profile occurs, suggests each of the states corresponds to a particular magnetospheric configuration, though an explanation of why pulsar magnetospheres behave this way remains elusive. Though in only a handful of cases has a link been established betweenν and emission, timing noise is widespread across the pulsar population, suggesting that transitioning magnetospheres are ubiquitous.
We have revisited the pulsars in LHK with an improved time resolution and baseline. We have confirmed theν and profile variations therein and revealed new examples of this behaviour. We have also undertaken simulations ofν-transitioning pulsars and find that with current observing setups we remain potentially insensitive to a rich diversity of magnetospheric phenomena. New generations of telescopes have the potential to reveal much of this behaviour, if sensitivity and cadence are appropriately configured, leading to an improved understanding of pulsar magnetospheres.
